HOW THE
SYSTEM WORKS
200L GUN POWDER DRUM

CLEAN, GLOSSY

AND PROTECTED
TARGETED BY

The centre of the GUN POWDER System is the Blending Tank which
quickly mixes 200L of stock solution to be added into all car wash
cleaning programs. There is no “License Fee” and we install Free On
Loan for the duration of supply.

ADD POWDER KEG ALKALINE POWDER
POWDER KEG is 100% active powder that is Phosphate Free. One
20kg keg produces 100L of stock alkaline solution. This powder
system reduces the overall cost of transporation, takes up
less plant room space and reduces overall wash costs.

GUN POWDER SURFACTANTS,
WAXES & PROTECTANTS
GUN POWDER surfactants cover every part of the wash
TRIGGERED BY

process in a Self Serve, Friction or Touchfree car or truck wash.
Their super concentrate, phosphate free formulations provide explosive

TRIGGERED BY

wash results with all the colours and scents customers will love. All surfactants
are packed in our 22L Value Pack; you get 22L for the price of 20L.
All products are Australian Made to achieve the lowest wash cost available.
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PHOSPHATE FREE,
LESS DESTRUCTIVE

POWDER KEG

RIFLE

REVOLVER

SNIPER

ALKALINE BASE POWDER

FOAM BRUSH SURFACTANT

ENGINE & TYRE SURFACTANT

CLEARCOAT PROTECTANT

The “detonator” of the GUN POWDER System,

RIFLE is a Super Concentrated Foaming

REVOLVER Engine & Tyre

SNIPER is a highly concentrated Clear Coat

POWDER KEG is a complex blend of Phosphate

Surfactant for the foam brush application.

Surfactant has unique components

Protectant containing Synthetic Waxes and

Free alkalis, chelating agents, and powerful

RIFLE produces a rich, slow diminishing

to rapidly dissolve brake dust,

agents to assist the drying process. SNIPER can

cleaning components. Utilising the GUN POWDER

foam blanket that will impress the most

oils and greases. Combined with

be used in Self Serve or automatic car wash

combines a Phosphate Free alkaline powder

Mixing System on site, POWDER KEG dissolves

fastidious customer. Colour your bay by

a Green, Citrus Scented Foam

systems where the customer will experience a

with super concentrated surfactants for each

completely and quickly and creates a highly

utilizing RIFLE’s Coloured Foam versions.

structure REVOLVER really

real show of water beading and shine for a streak

step of the wash process.

concentrated base solution to combine with the

Imparts a fresh citrus fragrance to maximise

delivers on cleaning power and

free finish. This combined with a glorious scent

various GUN POWDER Surfactants.

customer satisfaction.

customer satisfaction.

makes your customers keep coming back.

provides a flexible washing system that is

SHOTGUN

MISSILE

BULLET

PISTOL

infinitely adjustable to produce incredible

PRESOAK SURFACTANT

LOW PH PRESOAK

HIGH PRESSURE SURFACTANT

GUN CARNAUBA WAX

colours and fresh scents guarantees customer

SHOTGUN Presoak, combined with POWDER

MISSILE is the low pH Presoak step

BULLET High Pressure Soap

PISTOL is the “gun” of Conditioning Foams

satisfaction and maximises revenue.

KEG, will blast road grime away in a self serve or

of the favoured Acid/Alkali cleaning

surfactant is a superior detergent

with the added protection and durability

automatic car wash system. The combination can

process adopted in many Touchfree

to provide your customers with a

of Carnauba Wax. Customers will love the

All surfactants are packed in our 22L Value

be tailored for cost and performance. SHOTGUN

Wash Systems. MISSILE attacks the acid

highly active foaming solution for

colours, smell and gloss produced from the

Pack; you get 22L for the price of 20L.

incorporates the latest surfactants to penetrate, lift

soluable soils and assists the Alkaline

rapid soil penetration. Combine

splatter gun. PISTOL lowers the pH of the

and suspend the heaviest dirt, bug splatter and road

phase to penetrate, lift and suspend

with POWDER KEG to optimize the

surface of the vehicle perfectly to ensure

film. Phosphate Free to protect the environment.

tenacious road grime and film. It also

potential fire power of BULLET.

maximum performance from SNIPER

The GUN POWDER Car Wash System

By utilizing a separate alkaline component
and a liquid surfactant, GUN POWDER

wash results. This combined with a show of

provides better clarity on glass.

Clear Coat Protectant.

Made in Australia, by Australians
for Australian conditions, GUN POWDER
will save money and help the environment
with its Phosphate Free technology.
Explosive Wash Results.

